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Abstract 

An important capability in conducting underground nuclear tests is to be able to 
determine the nuclear test yield accurately within hours after a test. Due to a nuclear test 
moratorium, the seismic method that has been used in the past has not been exercised 
since a non-proliferation high explosive test in 1993. Since that time, the seismic 
recording system and the computing environment have been replaced with  modern 
equipment. This report describes the actions that have been taken to preserve the 
capability for determining seismic yield, in the event that nuclear testing should resume. 
Specifically, this report describes actions taken to preserve seismic data, actions taken to 
modernize software, and actions taken to document procedures. It concludes with a 
summary of the current state of the data system and makes recommendations for 
maintaining this system in the future. 
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Summary 
An important capability associated with underground nuclear tests is to  be able to 
determine the nuclear yield accurately within hours after a test. Because hydrodynamic 
and radiochemistry techniques take longer to complete, a seismic method has historically 
been the technique of choice. This technique involves comparing seismic data recorded 
during the test  to selected seismic data from previous tests of a known yield. Due to a 
nuclear test moratorium, this seismic method has  not  been exercised since a non- 
proliferation high explosive test in 1993. 

In the event that nuclear testing should resume, new personnel will likely perform this 
task for the tirst time using  all  new seismic recording equipment and a different 
computing environment. To prepare for this possibility, steps have been taken to move 
the historical seismic data to a modern Windows@ 2000 server, modernize the software, 
and document the procedure for determining nuclear yield in this  new environment. 

During the conversion of the seismic data, a systematic validation and correction process 
greatly improved the data integrity. The seismic database and waveform files are now 
stored in internally documented formats to reduce the likelihood of information loss. 

A Windows-based application, Seisnzosuic, has been developed to replace the VAXTM 
software that was previously used  to determine seismic yield. Seismosuic retains the 
basic functionality of the VAXTM software, but with totally redesigned user and data 
interfaces. 

The new system has  not  been exercised completely by any real test conditions. It would 
be prudent to do so, if a significant seismic event should occur in the near future. 

Statement of Problem 
In the event that nuclear testing should resume, is Sandia ready  to determine the nuclear 
yield in a timely manner? Specifically, is the seismic method that was  used  on previous 
tests compatible with current seismic and computer technology and is the method clearly 
documented and understood by those who  will have to perform this task in the future for 
the first time? Furthermore, is this large seismic data repository (collected over decades 
of nuclear testing) conveniently available for possible new applications? 
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Background 
Approximately 800 underground nuclear tests were conducted at the Nevada Test Site 
(NTS) from 1951 to 1992.  Since  at least the early 1960’s, a good estimate of the nuclear 
yield  was established on “shot” day by comparing seismic data taken during the test with 
selected seismic data from previous related tests of a known yield. The seismic data was 
recorded on the “Leo Brady Seismic Network’ - named for the man  who  was primarily 
responsible for maintaining the network and determining the nuclear yield during nuclear 
tests. (See Figure 1 .) Historically, the network was located at 5 stations that encircle the 
Nevada Test Site at ranges of a few hundred kilometers. Today 3 of these stations and a 
new one at Marysvale, UT are used  to record earthquakes and chemical explosions in the 
region for the U. S. Geological Survey (USGS). 

Marysvale, UT 
(modern era) * 

Leeds, UT 
(historic) 

Figure 1. Leo Brady  Seismic Network 

In the early days, sets of calibration curves for different areas were maintained and 
updated as new tests were executed. Over time, as technology improved and records 
were moved from file cabinets to computers, the procedure for determining nuclear yield 
became more automated. From the 1980’s until testing ended in 1992, both the seismic 
data and the software tools that were developed for this procedure were located on a 
VAXTM computer. 
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The procedure for determining nuclear yield  was  last exercised with these tools by Doug 
Garbin on a non-proliferation high-explosive experiment in 1993. Doug had done 
selected tests prior to that, as the scientific advisor to Leo Brady. With Leo’s untimely 
death in 1993 and Doug’s impending retirement, there  is a worrisome  lack of depth in 
qualified personnel. To magnify the situation, since 1993, the seismic recording 
equipment has been replaced and  the VAXTM computer is  no longer in service. 

In January 1999, a project was initiated to ensure that  the capability that existed in 1993 
will still be available in the future despite these changes in technology and personnel. The 
project consisted of two  primary parts. The first part  was  to convert the seismic data and 
related software to a modern architecture. The second  part  was  to provide a manual  that 
describes how  to  use the new system to determine test yields. This is the final report on 
that project. 

Actions Taken to Preserve  Seismic Data 
There are three categories of seismic data that  were kept on the VAXTM. They are the 
properties database, the waveform files, and the amplitudes files. 

The properties database contains geological information pertaining to the detonation 
source such as location, depth of burial, water level, density, saturation, porosity, etc. 

The  waveform files contain the seismic waveforms that  were recorded during events. 
(Event is a seismic term  that indicates significant seismic activity for a certain period of 
time. It should not be confused with  the  term test, which is a specific type of seismic 
event, namely a nuclear test. The term event should not be used  to refer to either a test  or 
a detonation. However, one or more tests consisting of one or  more detonations will 
occur during the waveform-recording period that is designated an event.) 

Prior  to 1983, waveforms were recorded on analog tape. Waveforms  were recorded 
digitally for the first time in  1983. Approximately 10% of the pre-1983 analog 
waveforms have  been digitized and are now available online. These recently digitized 
waveforms are primarily from high-yield tests. 

The amplitudes files contain amplitudes that were  measured  at the first arrival of the P- 
wave. (See Figure 2 . )  The  P-wave is used because it is more representative of an 
explosion than the shear wave and because its early arrival is free from interference from 
the later-arriving signals. Prior  to 1983, amplitudes were  measured  manually from strip 
charts. In later years the amplitudes were measured from digitized waveforms by 
interactive computer graphics. These amplitudes are used  in least-squares techniques to 
determine the yield. ’ 



300 ~ 

200 T 
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Figure  2.  P-wave  Amplitudes 

All of the data on the VAXTM has  now  been moved to a Windows0 2000 server  and  has 
also  been converted to  more readable formats that are less likely to be corrupted. In 
addition, the properties database has  been expanded to include information that  was  not 
available on the VAXTM. (See Appendix A for a more detailed description of the 
database.) 

Throughout all the conversion steps, an extensive effort was made to systematically 
search for, validate, and correct data anomalies. This was done by programmatically 
comparing data in the database with data in the headers of the waveform and amplitudes 
files. As a result of these actions, the integrity of the seismic data is now greatly 
improved. (See  Appendix B for a more detailed description of the conversion and data 
validation process.) 

A  summary of the data that  now resides on the Windows@  2000 server is  shown  below in 
Figure 3. Note  that we only have properties, digitized waveforms, and amplitudes for 
approximately 12% of the events in the years 1966-1968. We have properties and 
amplitudes for  virtually all the events in the years 1969-1982, but we  only have digitized 
waveforms for approximately 10% of the events in those years.  We  have a complete set 
of data for all 137 events in the years 1983- 1993 except for a few missing properties. 

Events  Waveforms  Amplitudes 

1966-1968 18 20 1 541 

1969-1982 343 248 13726 

1983-1993 137 3 141 6166 

Total 498 3 590 20433 

Figure 3. Seismic  Test  Data 
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The properties database is well populated from 1971 to 1992, but it  is missing  many 
properties in the years 1966-1970. A spot check of the Containment Evaluation Panel 
(CEP) documents at the U.S. Department of Energy, National Nuclear Security 
Administration Nevada Operations Office showed that most  of these properties were  not 
available there either, which  would indicate that either they  were never measured or we 
have yet  to discover the primary source for CEP properties. It was  not considered cost- 
effective to pursue a search for additional properties at this time. 

Actions Taken to Modernize Software 
A Windows-based application, Seismosaic, has been developed to replace the VAXTM 
software. Seismosnic was developed using Visual C++. Although the user interface is 
much different in Seismosaic, the basic functionality of the VAX software has been 
retained. Seismosuic is fully integrated with the seismic database and the waveform files. 

The most complex and critical piece of the Seismosaic application is the New Datczset 
command. This command allows the user to create a dataset of sensor data from previous 
events that are similar to the impending event. It accomplishes this by querying the 
database for all event sources whose properties meet the criteria detined by the user. 

Once the dataset has  been created, a cross-tabulated report can be generated, which 
displays the selected amplitudes in a matrix by event name and amplitude name. This 
report is formatted in such a way that it can be easily imported into a spreadsheet 
program. After manually inserting yield values from previous seismic events into the 
spreadsheet, least-squares techniques are used  to calculate the nuclear test yield. 

For  more information on Seismosnic, see Appendix C or the online help file that is 
provided in Seismosnic. 

Actions Taken to  Document  Procedures 
Several documents have been provided to assist future analysts in determining the 
seismic yield. This SAND document provides the primary overview of what  is available. 

In terms of instructional documents, Doug Garbin has described the full procedure in a 
manual entitled Seismic Yield Estimation Procedure’. This manual and a user guide for 
Seismosaic are both available in an online help file that may be accessed from the help 
menu  in Seismosnic. 

Many other documents provide a record of the conversion process that took place. These 
exist as log files and are summarized in “readme” files or Excel spreadsheets. 

The location of all of these documents is listed in Appendix D. 
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Conclusions and Recommendations 
To summarize the current state of the project, we have preserved geological properties, 
seismic waveforms, and associated P-wave amplitudes from 498 seismic events, which 
mostly resulted from underground nuclear detonations. This information has been 
organized into a new Microsoft Access@ database, which may  be retrieved directly 
through the Access application or through a new Windows-based application, Seisrnosaic. 
The primary purpose of Seisrnosnic is to facilitate the process of determining nuclear 
yields from seismic data. A manual has been written that describes this process.' 

Since the beginning of this project, more than 20,000 amplitudes used in yield 
calculations have been converted from multiple files to a single table in the database. 
Approximately 3600 waveform files have been converted to a more readable format, with 
each file referenced by the database. Many of these waveform files were originally 
recorded in digital form, while several others had  to  be digitized from analog tape. 
During each conversion, extensive effort was made to validate and correct data 
anomalies. 

The ASCII waveform files should easily have a shelf life of decades provided the storage 
media are kept current. The database, on the other hand, may need  to be updated more 
frequently as newer versions of Access replace older versions. Converting to a database 
other than  Access would require a significant modification to Seismosaic. 

In the future, we should consider eliminating the need for a separate spreadsheet program 
and consolidate the least-squares functions directly into Seismosnic. We did  not do  it at 
this time because it was  not part of the legacy (VAX) software and spreadsheet software 
is quite capable of handling these types of calculations. However, it would greatly 
simplify the seismic yield procedure to  be able to complete it entirely in Seismosaic. 

A final suggestion has been made that we completely change  our method of determining 
yield and use digital signal analysis instead of scalar analysis. However, since we have 
only digitized 10% of the pre-1983 waveform data and we have a wealth of scalar 
amplitudes available to us, our top priority has been to preserve the current method. 
Additional methods or applications will  be reserved for follow-on projects should the 
need arise. 
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Appendix A - NTS Seismic  Database 
The legacy (VAX) system data was evaluated and a totally new relational database was 
designed and implemented in Microsoft Access@ on the PC platform. Given the 
relatively small size of the database, Access@ is a reasonable choice since it is site- 
licensed at Sandia and widely available elsewhere. It is also accessible to the Seisrmmlic 
application software through Visual C++. 

The NTS Seismic database contains eight tables. Figure A-1 shows the tables, the number 
of records in each table, and the relationship between the tables. 

One-to-many Relationship One-to-one Relationship 

Locations 
(550) 

Source 
Properties 

(566) 

Events 
(498) 

Sensor  Sensors  Sensor 

(20433) 

Figure A-1, Database  Tables 

The Source Properties table is a modification of the old physical properties table that 
existed as a flat file on the VAXTM. The Sensor  Wuveforms table is similar to the 
waveform index table that was on the VAXTM. It contains one record for each waveform 
data file. The new Sensor  Amplitudes table essentially replaces all of the external 
amplitudes data files that were  on the VAXTM. 
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The other five tables were added to make the data less “flat” and  more “relational.” A 
relational database eliminates a lot  of data duplication and also makes it  possible to 
incorporate referential integrity to ensure that relationships between records in related 
tables are valid. Referential integrity is implemented by linking a unique field (primary 
key) from a primary table to the same field (foreign key) in a related table so that no 
value can be added to  the related table without the same value being explicitly defined in 
the primary table. This reduces the likelihood of  typos getting into the database. For 
example, data iields like location and sensor can now contain only those values that are 
explicitly defined in the new Locations and Sensors tables respectively. 

Two important fields that are found in several tables are Events and Sources. Event is a 
common seismic term for any period of significant seismic activity. A detonation during 
a nuclear test  would  be one kind of event but  not the only kind - an earthquake being an 
obvious example of another event. Because a single event is recorded for a period of 
time, multiple detonations or multiple nuclear tests within a short time period would  be 
considered one seismic event - not multiple events. 

To maintain precision in database terms, the word event should never be  used  to indicate 
a nuclear test or a detonation. Likewise, the word test should never be  used  to  refer  to a 
seismic event even though an event may in fact be the result of a single nuclear test. An 
event is designated by a year and a chronological sequence number. For example, event 
8402 would be the 2”d seismic event of 1984. 

A source is defined as the location where the seismic signal originated. In the NTS 
Seismic database, sources are always detonations. Sources from a nuclear detonation are 
identified by their DOE tesudetonation name. Some nuclear tests had  two or more 
detonations, therefore, each detonation of the nuclear test is listed separately (e.g., 
Kawich-Black and Kawich-Red). 

Another important field that is used  in several tables is Sensor. Sensors are typically 
designated by a four-character code (although this is not a requirement). The first 
character designates the station: B for Battle Mountain, D for Darwin, L for k e d s ,  N for 
Nelson, and T for Tonopah. The second character designates a component or direction: R 
for Radial, T for Tangential, V for Vertical, N for North, and E for East. The last two 
characters designate a code for the sensor type: GP for GS-13, SP for Benioff or 18-300, 
LP for SL-210 or SL-220, WB for NGC-23, and BH for Guralp. Sensor name TVGP 
would then be the vertical component of a GS- 13 sensor at Tonopah. 

All the fields for each table are shown in Figure A-2. Primary key fields are shown in 
Italics. Excerpts of each table can be found in Figures A-3 through A-8. 
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EYcms 
Event 
Date 
Time (GMT) 
Comments 

Event 
s.Quuas 
Event 
Source 
DOE Test No 
Location 
Date 
Time (GMT) . . 
Comments 

Source 
ProDerties 
Source 
Surface Elev 
Burial Depth 
Aluv Tuff 
TuR Pzoic 
water Level 
Avg Density 
Avg Velocity 
WP Grain Dens 
WP Bulk Dens 
WP Velocity 
WP Gas Por 
WP Porosity 
WP Saturation 
Mag Body Wave 
WP Medium 
Comments 

Sensor 
IYrw 
Type 
Code 
Mfgr 
Comments 

SenrPrr 
Sensor 
Type 
Location 
Direction 
Recorder 
Comments 

Sensor 
Waveforms 
Event 
Sensor 
Filename 
Date 
Time (GMT) 
TMln 
TMax 
Comments 

Sensor 

Event 
Sensor 
Amp Name 
Amplitude 
Amp Units 
Comments 

Figure A-2, Database Tables and Fields 

Locations 
Location 
Comments 
Coord System 
Latitude 
Longitude 
Elevation (m) 
Grid North (m) 
Grid East (m) 

Figure A-3, Event Sources Table 
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Figure A-4, Source Properties Table 

Eie Lmt 

Id- - B 
Vim Inmt 

Figure A-5, Sensors and Sensor Types Tables 
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Figure A-6, Locations Table 

Figure A-7, Sensor Waveforms Table 
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Appendix B - Conversion  and  Data  Validation 
There were four phases to converting VAXTM data to the Windows0 2000 platform. Each 
phase involved not only converting data formats, but also validating the data through 
crosschecks to ensure internal consistency. 

The first phase was to populate the new Access@ database by importing the physical 
properties database and manually entering the missing information from external 
 document^.^'"' The second phase was  to insert the P-wave amplitudes from the VAXTM 
files into the Sensor  Amplitudes table of the database. The third phase was  to convert the 
digital waveforms that existed on the VAXTM to a more readable format. The fourth 
phase was  to convert the analog waveform data to the same format as the other 
waveforms. Each phase is described in detail below. 

Phase 1: Database  Population 
After the database was designed, parts of it were populated manually from external 
documents2’”‘ and other parts were populated by software that was written specifically 
for that task. 

The first step in populating the database was  to import the VAXTM properties file and the 
VAXTM waveforms table into Microsoft Access0 tables and then use that data to build a 
preliminary version  of the Events table, Source Properties table, Locutions table, and 
Sensor  Waveforms table. 

The next step was to manually enter the Leo Brady Seismic Network information into the 
Locations table and two new tables - the Sensor  Types table and Sensors table. This was 
done to provide referential integrity to locate typos in the data. At the same time, the 
Event  Sources table was manually built partially from information in the Events table and 
partially from information contained in external DOE and USGS do~uments.~’~’‘ 

The last two steps were  to populate the Sensor  Amplitudes table and update the Sensor 
Wuvefimns table during the conversion processes described in Phase 2 and Phase 3. 

Throughout the conversion period, a lot  of inconsistencies in the old data had to be 
resolved. A lot  of research into historical documents2’”‘  was required to repair the data, 
particularly in matching tests with events and assigning the correct locations and times to 
the proper source detonations. The historical documents were often in disagreement with 
our data - as well as with each other! However, with multiple sources of information and 
a little common sense, it was almost always possible to determine which values were 
correct and which were typos. While the information in the database is  far from complete 
(especially the Source Properties table), it is now internally consistent and much closer to 
being error-free than it  was previously. 
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Phase 2: Amplitudes  Conversion 
Approximately 13700 P-wave amplitudes were  measured by hand  from seistnograph strip 
charts during the  period  from  1969  to  1982.  From  1983  to  1993 another 6166 amplitudes 
were added either manually or by using software written by Doug Seastrand on  the 
VAXTM.  The 25 files containing these amplitudes (one file for each year) were  moved 
from the VAXTM to the Windows03 2000 server. 

Two similar programs (in Seismosaic) were  written  to  read  the VAXTM amplitudes files 
and insert the amplitudes records into the Sensor Amplitudes table of the NTS Seismic 
database. The primary difference in  the  two programs is a change of format that occurred 
in 1987. 

Each of the above programs performed several checks on the amplitudes records  to 
validate the data before inserting it into the database. If a record did not pass every check, 
it was “kicked out” into a log file for further analysis. The kick-outs included numerous 
unmatched locations and sensors (usually typos), 520 duplicate records, amplitudes with 
no ID (usually 0.0), and other miscellaneous problems. 

After making the first pass through all the files, the kick-outs were researched and 
corrections were made where possible. Then the Sensor Amplitudes table was cleared 
and a second pass was made through the data. This pass reinserted the amplitudes into 
the table and generated a final set of log files containing the duplicate records and 
unidentified amplitudes that could not  be inserted into the database. These final 
anomalies are summarized in the “Amp conversion” sheet in  the  Excel file Data 
Anomdies.x/s. (See Appendix D for  the location of this file and  the log files.) 

All amplitudes are now stored in the database, not  in files. Additional amplitudes have 
been added to the database for  the events in 1966- 1968  that  were recently digitized by 
Gary Vines. Curtis Harmon did this recently  using  the Seisrru,saic capability to  plot 
waveforms and interactively measure amplitudes. A log was kept by Curtis and is stored 
in file event66-68.log. (See Appendix D for the location of this file.) 

Phase 3: Digital  Waveform  Conversion 
A data validation and conversion program was written to convert VAXTM files (also 
known as “final-tape” files) to a more readable format for the Windows platform. 

Because most of the header information in the final-tape files is also in the seismic 
database, an opportunity was  taken  to crosscheck the header information with the 
database to determine where discrepancies occurred and  to ensure internal consistency of 
the data. In particular, all location names, location coordinates, dates, times,  and source 
properties were checked by scanning software that was developed specifically for this 
task. 
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Specific  problems  that  were discovered and the solutions are described in  the file 
Conversion Sumrruq1.doc. A more complete list of encountered problems and solutions 
is provided in an Excel spreadsheet in file Duta Anornalies.xls. 

After  making  several  passes  through the waveform  files  with the data validation  software 
to  resolve discrepancies between the header and database, the code was  prepared  for  a 
final  pass  to  write  new  files  with the corrections. The  data conversion accomplished 
several  things. 

First,  the file format was improved by making the new format self-documenting. To do 
this,  we  replaced the original header containing fields of specific location and width  with 
a  header  that  contains  named  variables in the form keyword=vu/ue. By  using  keywords, 
we  no  longer  need an external document to know the name and  location  of each data field 
and  the data is far less susceptible to accidental corruption. 

A Notes section  follows the keyword section of  the  file.  This  section contains any 
comments up  to  the size of a  novel. The Data section  follows the Notes section. It 
consists of six  required keywords followed by a single column of  waveform samples. A 
partial example of the new waveform format is shown in Figure B- 1. 

BEGIN KEYWORDS 
Event=8305 
Date=04/22/83 
GMTime=13:53:00 
Source=Armada 
Source  Loc=9CS 
Source  Lat=37.111517 
Source  Long=116.02243 
Sensor=TVSP 
Sensor  Loc=TONOPAH 
Sensor  Type=BENIOFF 
Sensor  Dir=Vertical 

BEGIN NOTES 
Inserted  8  sample(s)  between  -25.070  and  -24.890. 
Inserted  6  sample(s)  between  -15.910  and  -15.770. 
Inserted 12 sample(s)  between  -13.790  and  -13.530. 

BEGIN  DATA 
NAME=8305-TVSP 
XLABEL=Seconds 
YLABEL=MICRONS 
POINTS=22444 

DX=0.020 
2.05688e-003 
2.06018e-003 
2.05194e-003 
2.04534e-003 

X0=-29.050 

Figure B-1, Waveform File Example 
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In addition to concerns about  the  header format, there  were concerns about  the  waveform 
samples themselves. Specifically, 95% of the "final-tape" files  did  not contain uniformly 
sampled data (i.e., the  values  of the X array did not have a constant interval  between 
them). This was  usually due to data lost  in  transmission (“dropouts”), but  in some cases 
the sample interval briefly changed to  half the normal  interval,  and  in other cases  the 
interval  was  actually negative! 

While  it is possible to  plot data without a uniform X array, it  is  not  possible  to  apply 
digital signal processing techniques. This is important because we  need  to  apply a 
transfer  function  to  recent GS- 13 sensor data in order to compare it accurately  to older 
Benioff data (with a different frequency response). 

To correct the “dropout” problem, an algorithm was developed to interpolate gaps that 
exceeded 1 sample interval and shift data when  the sample interval  was negative or Y2 the 
normal  interval. The algorithm performed a checksum between  the  number  of  samples 
expected (based on  the  specified X*n and X,m, values)  vs. the number  of  samples  that 
were  actually read. The checksum also accounted for  the  number  of samples lost  at the 
beginning and end of the waveform, the extra samples not expected at the beginning and 
end, and the samples that  were  inserted  via interpolation. 

The major assumption of the algorithm is that  the X,, and X,, values  that  were 
specified in the original data file were accurate prior to  transmission  of  the data. 
Thankfully, that  was the case, as we  were able to convert 100% of  the  files  to  uniformly 
sampled data without a single checksum failure. 

A side benefit of converting the data to a constant sample interval is that we no longer 
need  to store the entire X array, which reduces  the file size by  approximately 40%. 

One final thing that  was accomplished as a result of the file conversion was a change in 
the file name.  By changing the name from <sensor><event>.txt to <event>-<sensor>.txt, 
we  now  get the desired chronological sorting order by event when displaying the files in 
a folder. 

Phase 4: Analog  Waveform  Conversion 
Seismic data was  not  digitally  recorded  until 1983. Before  then  it  was  recorded  on 
analog tape as well as seismograph strip-charts. In 1999, Gary  Vines (contractor to 
Bechtel)  generated digital data from the analog tapes of 45 events (mostly from high- 
yield  tests). This binary-formatted data is stored  on CDs in 5 notebooks entitled “Mag 
Tape Archive Project.” One copy exists at the U.S. Department of Energy National 
Nuclear  Security  Administration  Nevada Operations Office in Las Vegas,  Nevada. The 
other copy is  at Sandia in  building 962, Room 1069B. 

Jonathan Lee and Curtis Harmon converted the  binary data  on the CDs to Seismosuic 
waveform  files during the summer of  2001. The conversion process  took  two steps. The 
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first step was  to convert the data to counts in the Seismosaic format. The second step was 
to calibrate the data by using the graphics tools in Seismosaic to measure the calibration 
pulses at the front of the waveform and then enter the cal factor information from seismic 
field sheets. The conversion and calibration programs are both part of the Seisrnosaic 
application and could be  used again if needed. 

Most sensors were recorded at different sensitivity levels (e.g., "divide by 5" and "divide 
by 25") to provide alternate waveforms so that at least one waveform would have a 
reasonable signal-to-noise ratio without being clipped. 

Only the short period channels ("RSP", "TSP", and "VSP") were converted because they 
provide a much better representation of the P-wave than either long period or wide band 
channels. Historically, yield estimation was accomplished exclusively with the short 
period channels. The long period and wide-band channels were used primarily for 
discrimination studies that enhanced our ability to distinguish between earthquakes and 
explosions. 

Of the 1208 short-period waveforms that were converted to counts, only the  449 primary 
("divide by I ' I )  waveforms were calibrated. (Actually, 23 could not be calibrated and are 
probably unusable.) The other 759 waveforms are available in counts as alternate 
waveforms. If at some time in the future a primary waveform is deemed to be unusable, 
it may be replaced by one of the alternate waveforms after the alternate is calibrated. 
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Appendix C - Seismosaic Application 

Seismosaic is a Windows@ application that was designed by Jonathan Lee to handle all 
the preliminary steps of yield determination that were formerly done with the VAXTM 
software. (The VAXTM soliware was called T H Y "  for its ability to select data from the 
physical properties database.) 

Before designing Seismosaic, Jonathan created a system data flow diagram of PHY by 
reading the documentation that could be found and by interviewing Doug Seastrand, who 
wrote PHY. After the initial diagram was created and reviewed by Doug, a new data 
flow diagram was created for a new software system that incorporates the data migration 
paths from the VAX system to Windows. 

The new data flow diagram is shown in Figure C-l . The rectangles and "drums" 
represent data objects. The ellipses represent functions that were developed in 
Seismosaic to process the data. The dotted lines represent data sources and functions that 
are no longer needed on the new platform. (However, both the data and code are still 
available in case a problem with the conversion process is discovered in the future.) 
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Figure C-1, Seismosaic Data Flow 



The Seisnlosuic user interface is designed with a split screen. (See Figure C-2.) A list of 
waveforms in the current dataset is displayed to the left of a graphics window. When a 
waveform is selected from the list, it is plotted automatically. 

There are two cursor functions available with the graphics. Zoom-in is available by 
clicking the left mouse button on one comer of the zoom window and dragging the cursor 
to the opposite comer. Amplitudes can be measured by clicking the right mouse button 
on one point and dragging the mouse to the other point. This will display an I-beam and 
popup a dialog box with the exact measurement. The user will then have the oplion to 
label the amplitude and save it in the Sensor Antplitcldes table. 
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Figure C-2, Seismosaic User Interface 

If an amplitude with this label already exists in the database for the given event and 
sensor, the operator will be asked to verify whether or not to replace it with the new 
amplitude. If he or she chooses to replace the amplitude, the original will be saved in the 
comment field of the record. 



Other functions in Seismosclic. are initiated froin the dro~down menus or toolbar. Print 
Preview and Print are available for displaying a preview and making a hardcopy of the 
plot window. Seismic Database is available on the Tools menu for direct access to the 
NTS Seismic database through the Microsoft Access@ application. 

A new dataset is created via the New Dataset command on the File menu. This command 
pops up a dialog box (shown in Figure C-3) with fields for querying the database 
properties. The query will produce a set of sensor waveforms for events with properties 
that match the specified criteria. 
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Figure C-3, Creating a New Dataset 





The Seismosnic Tools menu contains the conversion and calibration utilities that  were 
written for the sole purpose of migrating data from the VAXTM. They  will  remain there in 
case the conversion procedure unexpectedly  needs to be  modified  and redone. 

An installation procedure has  been  written  for Seismosuic using lnstallShieldO for  Visual 
C++. The location of the installation files is described in Appendix D. 

For further information on Seismosaic, see the online help file. 
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Appendix D - Inventory of System Files 

This appendix provides a full inventory of the files related to NTS seismic data. The first 
section describes the organizational structure of the files. The  second section describes 
the location of the repositories where the files are stored. 

Directory  Structure 
The root directory - “NTS Seismic” - contains 4 folders with active data and 1 folder 
with historical data. The 4 active folders are Database, Docs, Seismosaic, and 
Waveforms. The remaining folder is entitled Preservation Project. The contents of the 
folders in the  root directory are shown in table D-1 . The contents of the Seismosaic folder 
and  Preservation Project folder are shown  in tables D-2 and D-3 respectively. 

Folder 
NTS Seismic 

Docs 

Preservation Project 

Seismosaic 

Waveforms 

L 

t 
Contents 

496 1 14.565 Root directorv 
Size (MB) # Files -~ ~~ ~ 

Documentation files 4 

from the VAX and files related to their 
conversion to PC 

Drocedures for Seismosaic software 
Current waveform data files + a 
392MB Zip file of  all the waveforms 

1880 3592 

Table D-1. NTS Seismic Files 

Each major folder contains a -Readme.txt file that describes the contents of the folder in 
more detail. Several subfolders also contain -Readme.txt files. 
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Seismosaic Visual C++ code, docs, and installation 148 16.8 

Database NTS Seismic.mdb and  its  backup 2 5.7 

Debug Executable file for debug mode 1 .4 

procedures for Seismcwaic software 

__ (both Microsoft Access databases) 

Help Files and images needed  to create the online 20 .4 

Installation Installation files created by Installshield03 for 61 9.5 

Release Executable file for release mode 1 .2 

help file with Microsoft HTML Help Workshop 

three media types: CD, diskettes, and download 

res I Resource files 

Table D-2. Seismosaic Files 

When Seismosaic is installed (by executing the Setup.exe file on the selected media), it 
will create a new folder on the computer of the Seismosczic user. By default, this folder is 
c:\Program Files\Sandia\Seismosaic. This folder contains the Seismosaic executable, 
help file, database, and a subfolder for storing user-defined datasets. 

_.~_ ~~~. 

Folder Contents 
Preservation Project Files that were  migrated  from the VAX- 

~~~ 

and files related to the conversion to PC 
Amplitudes VAX amplitudes files and 2 sets of 

Analog Waveforms Intermediate “counts” files that were 

-. . ~~~~~~~~~ ~ 

~. . . ~ _ _  . ._ . 

(1966-1993) conversion log files 
138 1 18 

1192 1 1890 

were used on the VAX 
Project Reports Status reports and  viewgraphs  used  from 1 1999-200 1 . - 

Table D-3. Preservation  Project Files 
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The following is a list  of the files that were referenced in the document and  their 
directory locations: 

Data Anomalies.xls \NTS Seismic\Preservation Project\ 
Conversion Summary.doc WTS SeismicWreservation Projectwigital Waveforms 
Event66-68.log \NTS SeismicWreservation Project\Amplitudes 
Setup.exe (install file) \NTS Seismic\Seismosaic\Installation\CD-r 

Repositories 

The primary caretaker for the above files is the Instrumentation Development 
Department. All the directories and files described in the previous sections are currently 
stored on a Windows 2000 server. 

By written formal request, a CD may  be obtained that contains all of the above files 
except for the Preservation Project tiles. However, the waveform files will be stored in a 
compressed ZIP file in order to  get them all on one CD. To access these files through 
Seisrnosnic, they must first be extracted onto a hard disk. This should be done before 
installing Seisrnosnic so that the directory can be specified during the installation 
procedure. 

In the future, the NTS Seismic files may  be  moved or added to additional repositories in 
order to make them more accessible from outside Sandia. For up-to-date information on 
file locations, contact the author at  jwlee@sandia.gov. 
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